Flowing back and forth: a coronary malformation
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DESCRIPTION
This beautiful angiogram was obtained from an asymptomatic healthy 14-year-old male. Undergoing cardiovascular evaluation for sport practice, he had a normal physical examination except for a grade II low frequency murmur. Serial otherwise unremarkable ECGs revealed frequent monomorphic ventricular ectopy, which increased in frequency during an asymptomatic treadmill stress test. His echocardiogram showed a normal left ventricular systolic function with minimal anterolateral hypokinesia and an abnormal diastolic septal flow on colour Doppler. Cardiac MRI portrayed basal anterolateral myocardial fibrosis and marked ectasia of the right coronary artery (RCA), although fine coronary anatomic definition was not possible due to motion artefact.

With the clinical suspicion of a coronary fistula, conventional angiography was preferred over CT for its eventual therapeutic purpose. The angiogram (figure 1, video 1) demonstrated a severely dilated RCA feeding a dense net of collaterals, which drained retrogradely into the left coronary artery (LCA), with diastolic run-off into the main pulmonary artery. This rare entity often presents as ischaemic cardiomyopathy in early infancy as the physiological drop in pulmonary vascular resistance precipitates inadequate perfusion of the LCA.

However, increasing numbers of adolescent and adult cases have been described,3 with a more benign early course due to abundant collateral circulation, presenting later in life with exercise intolerance, ventricular dysrhythmias and sudden cardiac death due to coronary steal.4 5 Surgical reimplantation
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Figure 1 Composite image of a selective RCA of ALCAPA. ALCAPA, anomalous left coronary artery from pulmonary artery; LCA, left coronary artery; MPA, main pulmonary artery; RCA, right coronary angiogram.
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Video 1 Selective Right Coronary Angiogram of ALCAPA.
of the LCA into the Aorta was successfully performed, with an uneventful postoperative period.
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**Learning points**

- Anomalous left coronary artery from pulmonary artery is a congenital malformation with a varied spectrum of presentation depending on the presence and amount of coronary collaterals.
- In the setting of abundant coronary collaterals, the patient may have a more benign early course reaching adulthood with no or little symptoms and yet at a preventable risk for ventricular dysrhythmias and sudden cardiac death due to coronary steal.
- Diagnosis may be elusive and should be considered.